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In this posted version, I have added a few slides (in this black font) 
containing a few of the things which I said verbally.



THANKS!

• On behalf of all of us, to the 
organizers.

• To all of you, for making this a 
stimulating week.

• To Michael Goldstein, for his help 
and good-natured tolerance.



So much to summarize: What 
will have a lasting impact?

• Well-founded methods from elsewhere in 
academe introduced into HEP and found to be 
practical and useful.

• HEP-specific adaptations of standard methods 
which are understood, practical, and useful.

• Methods in which “P” is defined.
• Lucid explanations of subtle issues.
• With higher threshold: completely new inventions 

by professional physicists/amateur statisticians.



Even with these criteria, there is not enough time to mention everything.  
I apologize to those I left out.



Fred James

Important not to confuse these problems, e.g., interval 
estimation and goodness-of-fit testing.





The “Other” PDF’s

• Illuminating talks by
– Robert Thorne: Uncertainties in parton related 

quantities.

– Mandy Cooper: The ZEUS NLO QCD fit to determine 
parton distributions and αS.

– Others in parallel: Blumlein…

• Tough business: uncertainties on functions!

• PDF’s matter: CDF compositeness, high-pT 
search reach.



(Thorne)



1-5% on σ!

Higher order

Impressive 
progress!

(Thorne)



Mandy Cooper

• Very stimulating talk, detailing many of the tough 
issues to be dealt with in a real-world example 
carried to completion.

• Along with Thorn, highlighted the issue of what 
∆χ2 to use for interval estimation.

• Some controversy over sqrt(2N); needs another 
look.

• Along with Thorn, the thorny problem of 
theoretical systematics: also needs another look?

Mandy Cooper: The ZEUS NLO QCD fit to 
determine parton distributions and αS.



Reports from the Trenches (I)

• Gary Hill and Tyce De Young: Application of 
Bayesian statistics to muon track reconstruction in 
Amanda

• Volker Blobel and Claus Kleinwort: A New 
method for the high-precision alignment of track 
detectors

• Nigel Smith and Dan Tovey: Dark Matter 
Searches

• R.K. Bock: Gamma/Hadron separation in 
atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes



(Hill/DeYoung)



(Hill/DeYoung)



Very Interesting Technique!
• Let’s relate it to something we do: say particle ID 

in a detector: 
– In hot part of detector near beam: lots of background, 

we tighten particle-ID cuts

– In lower-occupancy part of the detector away from 
beam, can loosen certain particle-ID cuts without letting 
in a lot of background

• Use our knowledge of position-dependent 
occupancy rates in Bayes’s Theorem to calculate 
the probability that a given particle in a given 
location is the species of interest.



• If all input P’s are frequentist P’s, the output 
P(particle type | data) is a frequentist P.

• We can use this posterior frequentist P like any 
other observable for cuts, weights, etc.  If we 
independently calibrate the signal efficiency/ 
background rejection of this use, there is nothing 
circular about using our knowledge of the input 
occupancies.

• If the input occupancy knowledge is imperfect it 
will not introduce a bias, but rather make the 
technique less powerful.

Comments:



Bayes’s Theorem applies to any P 
satisfying the axioms of probability

• Frequentist P: limiting frequency
– Theorem not much use if the unknown is a constant of 

nature: P(unknown) = delta-function at unknown value

• Bayesian P: degree of belief
– For constant of nature, P(unknown) can be combination 

of delta-function and continuous function, reflecting 
degree of belief

• Is the Amanda technique “Bayesian”?
– Not if “Bayesian” implies “not frequentist”, as I think is 

common, even though frequency P is emulated in a 
certain application/limit of degree of belief.

• In any case, thanks for the instructive example!



Volker Blobel and Claus Kleinwort:              
A New method for the high-precision 

alignment of track detectors

(transparency)



Just Beautiful!



Smith/Tovey



(Smith/Tovey)



(Smith/Tovey)



This DM search is very important work, well-funded with first-rate 
collaboration and detectors.  They came with some interesting statistics 
issues to discuss, and I am sorry that we could not give them the attention 
they deserve.  I hope that some of the UK folks will take a look at these 
issues.



R.K. Bock







Lucid battle-tested studies like this should be required reading 
for us and our students!



Reports from the Trenches (II)

• Chris Parkes: Practicalities of combining analyses: 
W physics results at LEP

• Sergei Redin: Advanced Statistical Techniques in 
the muon g–2 experiment at BNL

• Bruce Yabsley: Statistical practice at the Belle 
experiment, and some questions

• Fabrizio Parodi et al: How to include the infor-
mation coming from BS

0 oscillations in CKM fits



Chris
Parkes

Practicalities of Combining 
Analyses:

W Physics Results at LEP
Now the stuff you don’t 
normally see…

An important reminder: 
pragmatic considerations 
(sometimes even irrational) can 
be as important as principles in 
order to get out a result.

RC: An informative talk about 
both methodology and sociology!



Parkes



• LEP experiments contained a sizable fraction of 
world HEP community, and reached very mature 
state of analysis.
– We have much to learn from them, both theoretical and 

practical.



Sergei Redin: Advanced Statistical Techniques in the 
muon g–2 experiment at BNL

• ppm measurement!

• G(t) = N0 e-t/τ [1 + Acos(ω0t+φ)

• Five parameters, ω0 is the one of 
main interest for new physics

• Shows value of examining a 
problem analytically: can give 
insight that hard to get from 
M.C.



It’s a great reminder for our students that one can learn a lot by analytic 
calculation.  We live at a time when a student’s first reaction may be to 
run a bunch of GEANT jobs, but it may take a lot of CPU and a lot of log 
paper to discover scaling laws which can be found by hand with some 
thought.


